Transform Government
Transform the Community
State and Local Government use cases

**Office-centric Government Worker**
Efficient and space-saving solutions for administrators across all segments of state and local government.

**Government Service Centers**
Using interactive technology, public employees are best equipped to serve their constituents through self help kiosks.

**Collaborate Meeting Spaces**
Interdepartmental and inter-agency meetings require collaboration and clarity to achieve common goals. Create meeting spaces that make that possible.

**Emergency and Public Safety Field Work**
Police, fire, highway, and other field personnel can directly interact within their environment, fully engage with citizens, and ultimately deliver better, more tailored public service.

**Surveillance and Threat Monitoring**
Technology that can power the analysis and dissemination of surveillance and threat data across all points of the community.

**Data Analysis Specialist**
Enhance the performance of your data-intensive applications, while keeping the data secured, yet accessible to multiple employees.

**Digital Community**
Lower costs and drive efficiencies by empowering city workers and first responders to make data driven decisions.

**Simplify IT**
Our most secure* & simple to manage offerings make IT management a breeze for our customers.

---

* Based on Dell internal analysis, September 2022. Not all features available with all PCs. Additional purchase required for some features.
Office-centric government worker

Efficient and space-saving solutions for administrators across all segments of state and local government.

Keep your desk clean and your workdays efficient with the OptiPlex Small Form Factor solution. This is a great solution for users who want maximum performance and expandability options, while maintaining a minimal footprint.

Dell recommended solution

A OptiPlex Small Form Factor
B Dell 27 Monitor - P2723D
C Dell Dual Monitor Stand - MDS19
D Dell Pro Webcam – WB5023

Additional accessories and options

E Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM5221W
F Dell Pro Stereo Headset - WH3022

Alternate solution for accessing virtual workspaces

G OptiPlex 3000 Thin Client with Dell ThinOS, Dell Hybrid Client or Windows 10 IoT Enterprise
H OptiPlex Micro & Thin Client All-in-One Stand - MFS22
I Dell 24 Inch FHD Computer Monitor - P2422H

Learn More

* Not pictured
Some options may not be available in all regions.
Dell recommended solution

The Latitude 5000 series are small and stylish. They have scalable performance features and are trusted by IT for world class security features.

- **A** Latitude 5440
- **B** Latitude 5340
- **C** Latitude 5430 Chromebook
- **D** Dell EcoLoop Pro Slim Backpack 15 - CP5724S

Additional accessories and options

- **E** Dell Thunderbolt Dock - WD22TB4
- **F** Dell Premier Collaboration Keyboard and Mouse - KM900
- **G** Dell 27 USB-C Hub Monitor - P2723DE (x2)
- **H** Dell Premier Wireless ANC Headset - WL7022
- **I** Dell Dual Monitor Stand - MDS19

*Not pictured
Some options may not be available in all regions
Government service centers

Using interactive technology, public employees are best equipped to serve their constituents through self help kiosks.

Dell recommended solution

A  OptiPlex All-In-One
B  OptiPlex All-In-One Height Adjustable Stand
C  Dell Premier Collaboration Keyboard and Mouse - KM900

Work in comfort and in style with a sleek new design, and built-in intelligent collaboration & security features.

OptiPlex All-in-One stand options

D  OptiPlex Premier 24 All-in-One Height Adjustable with Flex Bay (ODD Drive) Stand
E  OptiPlex Premier 24 All-in-One Fixed Stand
F  OptiPlex Premier 24 All-in-One Height Adjustable Stand

Some options may not be available in all regions.
Collaborative meeting spaces

Interdepartmental and inter-agency meetings require collaboration and clarity to achieve common goals, create meeting spaces that makes sharing ideas easier.

Simplify collaboration in any meeting space with a total conference room solution delivered with Dell Large Format Monitors, Logitech Room Solutions and Microsoft Teams Rooms or Zoom Rooms software powered by the unmatched performance of OptiPlex Micro. Solutions are available for small, medium or large meeting spaces.

Dell recommended solution

- **A** Dell 4K Interactive Touch Monitor - P8624QT, P7524QT, P6524QT or P5524QT
- **B** Chief Large Fusion LSA1U Fixed Wall Display Mount for P7524QT, P6524QT or P5524QT
- **C** OptiPlex Micro
- **D** Logitech Room Solutions (Logitech MeetUp, Logitech Rally, Logitech Rally Plus)

Additional accessories and options

- **E** Latitude 5340
- **F** Dell Pro Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM5221W

*Not pictured
Some options may not be available in all regions
Emergency, public safety and field work

Police, fire, highway and other field personnel can directly interact with citizens in their environment and stay connected to deliver better more tailored public service.

Rugged solution that thrives in the harshest conditions, with powerful processors and hot-swappable batteries.

Dell recommended solution

- Dell 7230 Rugged Extreme Tablet
- Rigid 7230 Handle

Additional accessories and options

- Mobile desk stand
- Shoulder strap
- Mobile battery charger
- Passive pen
- Detachable keyboard
- Vehicle dock

* Not pictured
Some options may not be available in all regions.
Surveillance and threat monitoring

Technology that can power the analysis and dissemination of surveillance and threat data across all points of the community.

Dell recommended solution

A cost-effective, secure solution that powers a 43” display, which can be split into four screens to monitor multiple applications or security cameras. By using a thin client to connect to the Precision rack workstation, the data and intellectual property stays in the datacenter where it is more secure, not on the client system, which could be lost or stolen.

A OptiPlex 3000 Thin Client with ThinOS, Dell Hybrid Client or Windows 10 IoT Enterprise  
B Dell Precision 7960 Rack Workstation  
C Dell Premier Multi-Device Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM7321W  
D Dell UltraSharp 43 4K USB-C Hub Monitor - U4323QE
Data analysis specialist

Enhance the performance of your data-intensive applications while keeping the data secured, yet accessible to multiple employees.

A powerful, secure solution for applications requiring high performance, data gathering and analysis.

**Dell recommended solution**

A  Dell Precision 7960 Rack Workstation  
B  OptiPlex 3000 Thin Client  
C  Dell UltraSharp 27 4K USB-C Hub Monitor - U2723QE  

**Additional accessories and options**

D  Dell Premier Multi-Device Wireless Keyboard and Mouse - KM7321W  
E  Dell Pro Wireless Headset - WL5022  

* Not pictured  
Some options may not be available in all regions.
Digital community

Lower cost and drive efficiencies by empowering city workers and first responders to make data driven decisions.

Dell recommended solution

V5 Systems Portable Security Units (V5 PSU's) are specifically designed to provide situational awareness video streaming and gunshot detection/location in any outdoor environment. The V5 Acoustic Sensor Technology uses the on-edge computing provided by Dell Edge Gateway 5200 to identify specific acoustic signatures.

A self-powered and portable surveillance and gunshot detection solution, this system uses the Dell Edge Gateway 5200 to apply deep learning techniques to identify specific acoustic signatures and alert emergency responders. By leveraging the edge computing provided by the Dell Edge Gateway 5200, the V5 Acoustic Sensor Technology system can achieve superior connectivity and reliability in rugged outdoor conditions.

Additional accessories and options

A Dell Edge Gateway 5200
B Power Module
C I/O Expansion
D Rugged Enclosure

Some options may not be available in all regions.
Simplify IT

Our most secure & simple-to-manage offerings make IT management a breeze for our customers.

Improve fleet-wide security with Dell Trusted Workspace

Reduce the attack surface with the industry’s most secure commercial PCs featuring protections competitors cannot match:

- Be secure from first boot:
  Rigorous supply chain controls and Dell unique Secured Component Verification reduce the risk of product tampering.

- Spot ticking timebombs:
  Early alert feature Indicators of Attack, offered only by Dell, scans for behavior based threats.

- Stay protected from evolving threats:
  Only Dell offers off host BIOS and firmware verification, providing greater security than other PCs.

Layer on advanced threat protection with software from our ecosystem of best-of-breed partners (e.g., CrowdStrike, Absolute).

Learn More

Manage your fleet of PCs - reliably and easily

Streamline how you deploy drivers, configure BIOS, monitor devices, and manage updates, with Dell Manageability Solutions.

And with Dell Trusted Update Experience, simplify how you update your endpoints with latest BIOS, driver, and firmware versions.

Dell is the only Top 5 PC vendor that:

- publishes* a device drivers and downloads release schedule
- does** integrated validation of all driver and BIOS modules in an update

So you can expect reliable updates, delivered on a regular cadence - minimizing downtime and optimizing end user productivity.

Learn More

Flexibility to transform your IT

With our Dell APEX client device portfolio we are enabling companies of any size to simplify IT and deploy the latest technologies with predictable costs. Our Dell APEX device portfolio is made up of two offers:

- Dell APEX Managed Device Service - designed for small and medium businesses with limited or no in-house IT, this fully managed subscription includes a team of IT experts that keep business devices up-to-date and secure.

- Dell APEX PC-as-a-Service - designed to meet the specific IT needs of larger companies, this fully customizable subscription covers everything – devices, software and services available from one-to-five-year terms.

Learn More